Parallel ILP System for Super Linear Speed Up
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Abstract. In our study, we improve our Parallel Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) System to enable super linear speedup. This improvement redesigns several features of our ILP learning system and our parallel mechanism. The redesigned ILP learning system searches and gathers all rules that have the same evaluation in the learning. The redesigned parallel mechanism adds a communication protocol for sharing the evaluation of found rules. We can thus realize super linear speedup.

1 Introduction

Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) is a great supervised learning tool. However, learning for big problems usually needs a very long time. In addition, if we want to generate good rules, we must do continuous learning while changing parameters of ILP learning. It is thus necessary to shorten ILP learning time. To solve this problem, various studies have been conducted in an effort to speed up ILP by parallel methods [1–3, 6, 7, 9]. Although the problems were partially solved, the process was not sufficiently sped up based on the number of processors provided, and the quality of the generated rules was not optimal, resulting in difficulty in its use as a practical tool. Skillicorn and Wang [8] succeeded in super linear speedup, but there were only 4 or 6 CPUs, and it performed poorly when the used dataset was large.

In our study, we improved our Parallel ILP System [6, 7] to enable super linear speedup. This improvement redesigned several features of our ILP learning system [5] and our parallel mechanism [6]. The redesigned ILP learning system searches and gathers all rules that have the same evaluation in the learning. The redesigned parallel mechanism adds a communication protocol for sharing the evaluation of found rules. To estimate the speedup, we used dairy cattle data (hormones, feed, activity, etc.) to determine successful conditions for artificial insemination [4]. When we used 30 CPUs to solve a middle-size problem (33,333sec for 1 CPU) and a large problem (147,992sec for 1 CPU), we achieved a speedup of 31.66 times (1,053sec) and 48.10 times (3,077sec). Using our parallel ILP system, we thus succeeded in super linear speedup and demonstrated it to be more useful for large problems. In addition, we obtained the same rules perfectly using 1 CPU and 30 CPUs.
2 Improved ILP System

An ILP system finds a hypothesis from a bound hypothesis space. The ideal hypothesis covers as many positive examples as possible and as few negative examples as possible. Let \( p(h) \) and \( n(h) \) be the numbers of positive and negative examples covered by hypothesis \( h \). The number of literals in \( h \) is denoted by \( c(h) \). We express it as where \( g(h) \) indicates the generality of \( h \) and \( f(h) \) indicates the compression.

\[
  g(h) = p(h) - c(h),
  f(h) = g(h) - n(h)
\]

In our ILP system [5], we use compression measure \( f(h) \) to evaluate hypothesis \( h \). If an evaluation (a value of \( f(h) \)) is the best in a bound hypothesis space, hypothesis \( h \) is the best hypothesis in the space.

However, some hypotheses have the same evaluation that is the best value in a bound hypothesis space. In this case, the ILP system usually keeps the hypothesis that is found first (hypotheses after the second are dropped). However, the hypotheses after the second are potentially good rules. In addition, if the order of finding hypotheses is changed, the found rules are changed in the same problem.

Our new ILP system searches and gathers all rules that have the same (best) evaluation in the learning. In the search, if our system finds a hypothesis that has the same evaluation that is the best value, the system does not drop the hypothesis but stores it. Our system then finds some hypotheses in a bound hypothesis space. Using this method, the found rules are never changed in the same problem even if the order of finding hypotheses is changed. In addition, we succeeded in shortening the learning time by 10% (using a CUP).

3 Improvement of Parallel ILP System

3.1 Our previous parallel ILP system

Our previous research [6] designed and implemented a parallel-processing system for ILP. Figure 1 presents the system, which consists of a master-module and worker-modules (please refer to previous research [6] for details). With this system, the worker-module itself has an autonomous function (unlike Map-Reduce). When a worker-module has no task (e.g., immediately after start-up or immediately after completion of a task), the worker-module accepts a divided task from another worker-module and starts the task. When the workload (the number of relationships in information that the worker must search for) reaches a fixed quantity, the worker-module requests other worker-modules to process the divided task. After the request for the first task issued by a master-module is implemented for one worker-module, autonomous process distribution is started among worker-modules, and all existing worker-modules are engaged (saturation...
of the task). Because the divided task continues to be repeated among worker-modules, all worker-modules finally complete all processing at approximately the same time, and the master-module receives the processing result (generated rules).

This parallel processing system has the following features.

– 1: The master does not need to consider the division of the process in advance.
– 2: All workers work until the end (no free time) and are finished at the same time.

The first feature indicates that the proposed system does not require the master to perform pre-division processing. The second feature means that the process can be speeded up by increasing the number of computers used.

3.2 Improvement of the Parallel ILP System Communication Protocol

In the previous parallel ILP system, each worker-module has the best evaluation of found hypothesis in its own module. Figure 2 shows one learning situation of our previous parallel ILP system. In this situation, the value of worker-module 3 is 20, but other worker-modules have smaller values. In the branch-and-bound search, the other worker-modules search for useless areas in the bound hypothesis space. This system thus could not speedup sufficiently even if all worker-modules were finished at the same time.

Our new parallel ILP system added a new communication protocol for sharing the best evaluation of found hypotheses. Figure 3 shows one learning situation of our new parallel ILP system. In this situation, worker-module 3 finds
Fig. 2. One learning situation of our previous parallel ILP system. Each worker-module has the best evaluation individually.

Fig. 3. One learning situation of our new parallel ILP system. Each worker-module shares the best evaluation. All worker-modules thus have the same value.
a hypothesis and the evaluation is 20, the best evaluation of the module and other modules. Worker-module 3 then sends the value to all modules for sharing the best value. When a worker-module receives a value that is better than its own value, the worker updates its own value to the better value and drops its own found hypotheses. This means that the new ILP system can avoid searching for useless areas in the bound hypothesis space. The new system can therefore speedup sufficiently by increasing the number of computers used.

4 Experiment and Results

We used 30 computers (CPU Core i7 5820K 6core/12thread 3.3GHz 2 64GBRAM) in an experiment to measure speedup. To estimate the speedup, we used data (hormone, feed, activity, etc.) of dairy cattle to determine successful conditions for artificial insemination [4]. In these problems from the data, we use a middle-size problem (33.333sec by 1 CPU) and a large problem (147.992sec by 1 CPU) in the experiment. We successfully speeded up 31.66 times (1,053sec) and 48.10 times (3,077sec) using 30 CPUs. Our original purpose was linear speedup. However, we succeeded in super linear speedup and demonstrated it to be more useful in large problems using our parallel ILP system. This shows all worker-modules can divide a learning task and work ideally without searching for useless area in the bound hypothesis space. In addition, we succeeded in getting the same rules perfectly by using 1 CPU and 30 CPUs. This shows the found rules are not changed in the same problem even if the order of finding hypotheses is changed.

5 Conclusions

In our study, we improved our Parallel ILP System to enable super linear speedup. This improvement redesigned several features of our ILP learning system and our parallel mechanism. The redesigned ILP learning system searches and gathers all rules that have the same evaluation in the learning. The redesigned parallel mechanism added a communication protocol for sharing the evaluations of found rules. To estimate the speedup, we used data of dairy cattle indicating successful conditions for artificial insemination. Finally, we succeeded in super linear speedup and demonstrated that it was more useful in large problems. In addition, we succeeded in getting the same rules perfectly by using 1 CPU and 30 CPUs. Now we are designing an intelligent grid search system using this parallel ILP to acquire more good rules for dairy-cattle problems.
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